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VibrationsVibrations
A musical instrumentA musical instrument’’s string has a fundamental s string has a fundamental 

frequency at which it will naturally vibrate.frequency at which it will naturally vibrate.


 

This frequency depends on three things:This frequency depends on three things:


 
Length of stringLength of string



 
Tension on the stringTension on the string



 
Mass of the stringMass of the string


 

Change any of the above and you change the Change any of the above and you change the 
fundamental frequency at which the string will fundamental frequency at which the string will 
naturally vibrate.naturally vibrate.
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VibrationsVibrations


 

HOWHOW do I get the string to vibrate?do I get the string to vibrate?


 

Through physical contactThrough physical contact


 
PluckingPlucking


 
StrummingStrumming


 
BowingBowing


 

Through Through ResonanceResonance
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WhatWhat’’s Resonance?s Resonance?


 

Resonance occurs when the vibration in Resonance occurs when the vibration in 
one vibrating system stimulates a vibration one vibrating system stimulates a vibration 
in another system.in another system.


 

For example: Singing into my guitar will For example: Singing into my guitar will 
make the strings vibrate, even if I do not make the strings vibrate, even if I do not 
physically touch them!physically touch them!
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Power TransferPower Transfer


 
Resonance is a form of Resonance is a form of Power TransferPower Transfer..


 
II’’m m transferringtransferring the acoustic energy of my voice to the the acoustic energy of my voice to the 
guitar string.guitar string.


 
I can make the guitar stings vibrate to some degree no I can make the guitar stings vibrate to some degree no 
matter what frequency I sing into it.  matter what frequency I sing into it.  


 
HoweverHowever, I, I’’ll get:ll get:

1.1. MoreMore vibration in the string if I sing a note that is close to the vibration in the string if I sing a note that is close to the 
stringstring’’s natural frequency.s natural frequency.

2.2. LessLess vibration in the string if I sing a note that is different thanvibration in the string if I sing a note that is different than 
the stringthe string’’s natural frequencys natural frequency
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Power TransferPower Transfer


 
To transfer the To transfer the maximummaximum amount of power from my voice amount of power from my voice 
to the guitar string:to the guitar string:



 

I I must sing the must sing the exact exact frequency of the stringfrequency of the string’’s natural vibrations natural vibration
---- or vice versa  or vice versa  ----



 
The string must be tuned The string must be tuned preciselyprecisely to the note I sing.to the note I sing.


 

If I change the note I sing, I will have to change the If I change the note I sing, I will have to change the 
natural frequency of the string to get the same amount of natural frequency of the string to get the same amount of 
power transfer. power transfer. 


 

I can change the natural frequency of the string by:I can change the natural frequency of the string by:


 

Shortening the stringShortening the string


 

Tightening the stringTightening the string


 

Changing its massChanging its mass
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Do You See a Metaphor?Do You See a Metaphor?

Resonant frequenciesResonant frequencies allow allow 
for the transfer of power from for the transfer of power from 

one source to another.one source to another.

My Voice = An acousticMy Voice = An acoustic transmittertransmitter
Guitar String = An acoustic Guitar String = An acoustic receiverreceiver
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The Metaphor ExplainedThe Metaphor Explained


 

Just like a guitar string has a natural fundamental Just like a guitar string has a natural fundamental 
frequency, a wire antenna has a natural, fundamental frequency, a wire antenna has a natural, fundamental 
frequency at which it is most sensitive to radio waves.frequency at which it is most sensitive to radio waves.


 

Again, like a guitar string, the antennaAgain, like a guitar string, the antenna’’s length is one of s length is one of 
the factors that determines the radio frequency at which the factors that determines the radio frequency at which 
it is most sensitive.it is most sensitive.


 

Even though an antenna is Even though an antenna is mostmost sensitive to a specific sensitive to a specific 
frequency, it will, to some extent, pass any and all radio frequency, it will, to some extent, pass any and all radio 
frequencies, just like I can get a guitar sting to vibrate a frequencies, just like I can get a guitar sting to vibrate a 
tiny bit no matter what frequency I sing into it.tiny bit no matter what frequency I sing into it.
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What is the Fundamental What is the Fundamental 
Frequency of a Radio Antenna?Frequency of a Radio Antenna?


 

An antenna most naturally vibrates to radio frequencies An antenna most naturally vibrates to radio frequencies 
having a wavelength either two or four times the length having a wavelength either two or four times the length 
of the antenna itself. of the antenna itself. 


 

Stated another way, an antenna is most sensitive if it is Stated another way, an antenna is most sensitive if it is 
¼¼ or or ½½ of the wavelength of the radio frequency that it of the wavelength of the radio frequency that it 
is receiving or transmitting.is receiving or transmitting.


 

WavelengthWavelength is another way to describe an oscillation.is another way to describe an oscillation.


 

FrequencyFrequency describes describes how oftenhow often something vibratessomething vibrates


 

WavelengthWavelength is the is the distance between peaksdistance between peaks (typically in (typically in 
meters) .meters) .
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How Long Are We Talking?How Long Are We Talking?


 

WLS broadcasts on 890 KHz, a frequency that WLS broadcasts on 890 KHz, a frequency that 
has a wavelength of 337 meters.has a wavelength of 337 meters.


 

So, to hear WLS, youSo, to hear WLS, you’’d need an antenna:d need an antenna:

-- 168.5 meters long (1/2 wavelength)168.5 meters long (1/2 wavelength)
-- or or --

-- 84.25 meters long (1/4 wavelength)84.25 meters long (1/4 wavelength)
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But ThatBut That’’s CRAZYs CRAZY


 

YouYou’’re right! A footballre right! A football--field length antenna is field length antenna is 
way too long to use practically. way too long to use practically. PlusPlus……


 

ItIt’’s woefully inadequate even if you could use it.s woefully inadequate even if you could use it.



 

WeWe’’d need to change antennas every time we wanted to listen to d need to change antennas every time we wanted to listen to 
a different station!a different station!


 

Therefore, we need to devise a way to Therefore, we need to devise a way to ““adjustadjust”” 
the natural vibration of the antenna.the natural vibration of the antenna.
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The Resonant CircuitThe Resonant Circuit


 
A capacitor and an inductor in A capacitor and an inductor in 
parallel create a parallel create a ““resonant circuitresonant circuit”” 
(sometimes called an LC circuit) (sometimes called an LC circuit) 


 

This circuit has a certain This circuit has a certain 
fundamental frequency at which it fundamental frequency at which it 
will will ““vibratevibrate”” (or oscillate).(or oscillate).


 

By varying the value of either the By varying the value of either the 
capacitor or the inductor, I can vary capacitor or the inductor, I can vary 
the natural, fundamental frequency  the natural, fundamental frequency  
of the resonant circuit.of the resonant circuit.
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L is the symbol for L is the symbol for inductanceinductance
C is the symbol for C is the symbol for capacitancecapacitance



Our Metaphor AgainOur Metaphor Again……

Just like a tuning knob on a guitar changes Just like a tuning knob on a guitar changes 
the tension of the string, causing the the tension of the string, causing the 
frequency of its natural vibration to change,frequency of its natural vibration to change,

The tuning knob on the radio changes either The tuning knob on the radio changes either 
the capacitance or the inductance of the the capacitance or the inductance of the 
resonant circuit, causing the natural resonant circuit, causing the natural 
resonance of the radio circuit to change.resonance of the radio circuit to change.
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You Saw This ComingYou Saw This Coming……


 

Radio broadcasting and reception is a similar process Radio broadcasting and reception is a similar process 
of of power transferpower transfer as singing into my guitar.as singing into my guitar.


 

The radio station emits a The radio station emits a ““vibrationvibration””


 

That vibration travels through space and can create a That vibration travels through space and can create a 
similar vibration in my antenna.similar vibration in my antenna.


 

I get I get maximum power transfermaximum power transfer from the transmitter into from the transmitter into 
my radio if the antenna is tuned precisely to the my radio if the antenna is tuned precisely to the 
frequency of the radio station.frequency of the radio station.
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RF Waves Are WeakRF Waves Are Weak


 
Even if the receiverEven if the receiver’’s resonant circuit transfers maximum s resonant circuit transfers maximum 
power into a radio, the signal (about 200 power into a radio, the signal (about 200 microvoltsmicrovolts) isn) isn’’t t 
strong enough to be heard through loudspeakers.strong enough to be heard through loudspeakers.


 

Vacuum tubes increase the power of the vibrations, so Vacuum tubes increase the power of the vibrations, so 
that the audio frequencies embedded in the RF wave are that the audio frequencies embedded in the RF wave are 
powerful enough to be heard.powerful enough to be heard.


 

However,However, one tube is usually not enough! one tube is usually not enough! 


 

The signal must be passed from one tube to another The signal must be passed from one tube to another 
tube, typically through tube, typically through additionaladditional resonant circuits.resonant circuits.
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So What is So What is Alignment?Alignment?


 

Just like Just like allall the strings of a guitar need to be tuned for the strings of a guitar need to be tuned for 
the radio to sound its best, we must:the radio to sound its best, we must:


 

Make sure Make sure allall the resonant circuits are precisely tuned to the resonant circuits are precisely tuned to 
allow maximum power transfer from transmitter to allow maximum power transfer from transmitter to 
antenna, and from antenna to loudspeaker.antenna, and from antenna to loudspeaker.


 

But But how manyhow many tuned circuits are in a radio?  tuned circuits are in a radio?  


 

That depends on lots of things! That depends on lots of things! 


 

But in general, the more tubes in a radio, the more tuned But in general, the more tubes in a radio, the more tuned 
circuits there are.circuits there are.
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Early TRF SetsEarly TRF Sets

AK Model 10BAK Model 10B

 Each stage is tuned independently of      Each stage is tuned independently of      
the others.the others.

 You You ““alignalign”” the radio simply by tuning the radio simply by tuning 
in a station!in a station!



Problems with Problems with TRFsTRFs


 
TRFsTRFs were unstable and difficult to operate.were unstable and difficult to operate.


 
They howled, They howled, squeeledsqueeled, and , and heterodyned heterodyned as as 
each stage was tuned independently of the each stage was tuned independently of the 
others. others. 


 
One early fix: Gang the tuning condensers to One early fix: Gang the tuning condensers to 
each other by:each other by:

1.1. Using a chain or beltUsing a chain or belt
2.2. Putting all of them on one shaft. Putting all of them on one shaft. 
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1929 1929 PhilcoPhilco 6565



 

Since all tuning condensers are now adjusted 
simultaneously, we need some way to compensate for 
the imperfect “ganging” of each one.



 

Radio designers added a compensating or trimmer 
condenser to the resonant circuit, allowing each tuning 
condenser to be fine-tuned (or aligned) with the other.



Objective of AlignmentObjective of Alignment

1.1. Transmit a consistent, steady, audio tone on a stable, Transmit a consistent, steady, audio tone on a stable, 
known RF frequency into a radio receiver.known RF frequency into a radio receiver.

2.2. Adjust all compensating condensers so that each Adjust all compensating condensers so that each 
resonant circuit is precisely tuned to the known resonant circuit is precisely tuned to the known 
frequency.frequency.

3.3. Ascertain the degree of this tuning (or Ascertain the degree of this tuning (or ““alignmentalignment””) by ) by 
measuring the AC voltage at the speaker.measuring the AC voltage at the speaker.
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Rules of ThumbRules of Thumb
1.1. Avoid Avoid loading the circuit loading the circuit when connecting test gear.when connecting test gear.

a.a. Induce the signal into the receiver.Induce the signal into the receiver.
b.b. Measure the voltage at the speakerMeasure the voltage at the speaker’’s voices voice--coil.coil.

2.2. Turn radio volume on full, and use as weak a signal from the Turn radio volume on full, and use as weak a signal from the 
generator as possible. generator as possible. 

3.3. Know whether you are adjusting the Know whether you are adjusting the capacitancecapacitance or the or the inductanceinductance 
of the circuit. of the circuit. 

4.4. Make the last motion a Make the last motion a tighteningtightening one.one.

5.5. Begin at the speaker and work backward to the antenna.Begin at the speaker and work backward to the antenna.
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To Avoid the Loading Effect:To Avoid the Loading Effect:


 
Induce the test signal into the antennaInduce the test signal into the antenna

1.1. Connect the positive and negative leads from the signal Connect the positive and negative leads from the signal 
generator to the lugs on a spare loop antenna.generator to the lugs on a spare loop antenna.

2.2. Coil the radioCoil the radio’’s wire antenna around the test loop.s wire antenna around the test loop.
-- or or --

If set uses a loop antenna, put both loops backIf set uses a loop antenna, put both loops back--toto--back.back.


 
To measure AC voltage, clip the positive To measure AC voltage, clip the positive 
and negative leads to the secondary and negative leads to the secondary 
winding of the output transformer (the leads winding of the output transformer (the leads 
that go to the speaker voicethat go to the speaker voice--coil).coil).
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LetLet’’s Align a TRFs Align a TRF

1936 Emerson 1261936 Emerson 126
Note the compensating condensers in parallel with CNote the compensating condensers in parallel with C--2 and C2 and C--3 above.3 above.



SingleSingle--Dial Dial TRFsTRFs Sound O.K.  Sound O.K.  ButBut……


 

Remember the term Remember the term heterodyningheterodyning, one of the big , one of the big 
problems of the threeproblems of the three--dial TRF? dial TRF? 


 

HeterodyningHeterodyning is what happens when two is what happens when two 
frequencies interfere with each other. frequencies interfere with each other. 



 

If the two frequencies are close, they If the two frequencies are close, they ““beatbeat”” against each against each 
other at a slow rate. other at a slow rate. 


 

The farther apart they are, the faster they The farther apart they are, the faster they ““beatbeat”” against against 
each other.each other.


 

This This ““beatingbeating”” can be isolated, and thought of as a can be isolated, and thought of as a new new 
frequency!frequency!


 

Edwin ArmstrongEdwin Armstrong’’s idea: Turn the heterodyning s idea: Turn the heterodyning 
principle to an principle to an advantage: advantage: the Superthe Super--HeterodyneHeterodyne
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How Does A How Does A SuperSuper--HetHet Work?Work?


 
It uses the principle of heterodyning to turn the frequency at tIt uses the principle of heterodyning to turn the frequency at the he 
antenna, no matter what it is, into a new, antenna, no matter what it is, into a new, fixedfixed frequency.frequency.



 
Then, all the Then, all the otherother tuned circuits in the radio can be set to this tuned circuits in the radio can be set to this 
one, fixed frequency, called the one, fixed frequency, called the Intermediate Frequency Intermediate Frequency (IF).(IF).



 
We create the IF by We create the IF by heterodyningheterodyning the antenna frequency with the antenna frequency with 
another radio frequency generated within the radio itself, by thanother radio frequency generated within the radio itself, by the e 
local oscillatorlocal oscillator..



 
In general, now, the only stage that has to be tuned is the In general, now, the only stage that has to be tuned is the 
antenna! Each subsequent amplification stage is preantenna! Each subsequent amplification stage is pre--tuned to the tuned to the 
IF and should rarely be adjusted.IF and should rarely be adjusted.



 
Makes for a much more stable, easy to operate, better sounding Makes for a much more stable, easy to operate, better sounding 
receiverreceiver
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The The ““AllAll--American FiveAmerican Five””

SetchellSetchell--Carlson 416 Carlson 416 ““The FrogThe Frog--EyeEye””


 

The antenna frequency is amplified and mixed with local oscillatThe antenna frequency is amplified and mixed with local oscillator frequency in the 12SA7 tube.or frequency in the 12SA7 tube.



 

Mixing these frequencies produces the Intermediate Frequency, 45Mixing these frequencies produces the Intermediate Frequency, 455 KHz in this case.5 KHz in this case.



 

The IF is typically the The IF is typically the differencedifference of the antenna frequency and the oscillator frequency of the antenna frequency and the oscillator frequency (AF (AF –– LO = IF)LO = IF)



 

As the antenna is tuned to other frequencies, the frequency geneAs the antenna is tuned to other frequencies, the frequency generated by the LO also changes, so that rated by the LO also changes, so that 
the difference between the two is always 455 KHz. the difference between the two is always 455 KHz. 



 

The Intermediate Frequency Transformers (T1 and T2) are tuned toThe Intermediate Frequency Transformers (T1 and T2) are tuned to 455 KHz and pass the amplitude455 KHz and pass the amplitude-- 
modulated signal to the 12SK7 and 12SQ7 tubes for further amplifmodulated signal to the 12SK7 and 12SQ7 tubes for further amplification and rectification. ication and rectification. 



Another Another ““AllAll--American FiveAmerican Five””

1939 Stewart Warner 071939 Stewart Warner 07--5B 5B ““Senior VarsitySenior Varsity””



 

Note the compensating, “trimmer” condensers in parallel with both 
21A and 21B on the antenna and oscillator, respectively.



 

IF trimmers are in parallel with both primary and secondary 
windings of the IF transformers, #26 and &27 above.



Early SuperEarly Super--Heterodyne SetsHeterodyne Sets

1927 1927 RadiolaRadiola 60: The first AC60: The first AC--powered Super Heterodyne.powered Super Heterodyne.
Utilized a threeUtilized a three--ganged, singleganged, single--dial tuning condenser: one for the 1st RF amplifier,dial tuning condenser: one for the 1st RF amplifier,

one for local oscillator, and one for the one for local oscillator, and one for the ““mixermixer”” or or ““converterconverter”” stage.  Not all had trimmers!stage.  Not all had trimmers!
Intermediate Frequency: 180 KHzIntermediate Frequency: 180 KHz



1931 1931 PhilcoPhilco 7070

Another tripleAnother triple--ganged tuning condenser: each had a ganged tuning condenser: each had a 
trimmer. Early tubes had fewer grids; utilized the plate to trimmer. Early tubes had fewer grids; utilized the plate to 

““mixmix”” the signals.  Intermediate Frequency: 260 KHzthe signals.  Intermediate Frequency: 260 KHz



PhilcoPhilco 70 Trimmers70 Trimmers

Using an insulated tool:Using an insulated tool:
1.1. Tune IF trimmers to 260 KHzTune IF trimmers to 260 KHz
2.2. Tune high frequency trimmer to 1400 KHzTune high frequency trimmer to 1400 KHz
3.3. Tune low frequency trimmer to 700 KHzTune low frequency trimmer to 700 KHz



Later Super Heterodyne SetsLater Super Heterodyne Sets

1938 Zenith 6D1938 Zenith 6D--315 315 WaveWave--MagnetMagnet



““66--TubeTube”” AllAll--American FiveAmerican Five

1939 Belmont 636 1939 Belmont 636 
Utilizes a condenserUtilizes a condenser--coupled broadband 1coupled broadband 1stst RF amplifier rather RF amplifier rather 

than a tunedthan a tuned--circuit. Ccircuit. C--8 passes any and all radio 8 passes any and all radio 
frequencies from the 12SK7 to the 12SA7. This type of frequencies from the 12SK7 to the 12SA7. This type of 
coupling works, but is not as selective as coupling via a coupling works, but is not as selective as coupling via a 
tunedtuned--circuit.circuit.



Another Another ““66--TubeTube”” AAAA--55

Utilized a Utilized a tuned, tuned, inductivelyinductively--coupled RF amplifier stage for better selectivity.  coupled RF amplifier stage for better selectivity.  
Other radios often utilized a Other radios often utilized a broadband,broadband, inductivelyinductively--coupled or condensercoupled or condenser-- 

coupled 1st RF amplifier. coupled 1st RF amplifier. 

From left to right, the trimmers and meshing plates on the triplFrom left to right, the trimmers and meshing plates on the triplee--ganged tuning ganged tuning 
condenser vary the capacitance in the tuned circuits in the: 1) condenser vary the capacitance in the tuned circuits in the: 1) 11stst RF amplifier RF amplifier 

to the Mixer tube; 2) the local oscillator; and 3) the antenna.to the Mixer tube; 2) the local oscillator; and 3) the antenna.

StrombergStromberg--Carlson 1101HCarlson 1101H



Aligning Other BandsAligning Other Bands

1939 Airline 93WG1939 Airline 93WG--604604
-- AM and SW, with trimmers all over the place!AM and SW, with trimmers all over the place!



Still More Bands!Still More Bands!

1937 Emerson AP1937 Emerson AP--173173
AM, 2 SW bands, with nonAM, 2 SW bands, with non--tunable tunable wavetrapwavetrap to byto by--passpass

to ground any 456 KHz signal that could be on the to ground any 456 KHz signal that could be on the 
antenna. (Some sets add a trimmer condenser to make antenna. (Some sets add a trimmer condenser to make 

it a it a tunable tunable wavetrapwavetrap. . To tune, put 456KHz at the To tune, put 456KHz at the 
antenna and adjust for antenna and adjust for minimumminimum voltage)voltage)



Aligning FMAligning FM

1949 Zenith 7H1949 Zenith 7H--918 918 (FM(FM--only)only)

Note the Note the InductivelyInductively--tuned RF stages (see enlargement at left)tuned RF stages (see enlargement at left)
Intermediate Frequency: 10.7 MHzIntermediate Frequency: 10.7 MHz

To align, use the same procedure as the AA5: 1) Align IF To align, use the same procedure as the AA5: 1) Align IF 
transformers to10.7 MHz;  2) Align dial pointer to the dial scaltransformers to10.7 MHz;  2) Align dial pointer to the dial scale; 3) e; 3) 
Send a tone on an RF frequency into the set, tune the radio to tSend a tone on an RF frequency into the set, tune the radio to that hat 
frequency, and adjust the antenna and oscillator trimmers to frequency, and adjust the antenna and oscillator trimmers to 
maximum AC voltage at the speaker voice coil.maximum AC voltage at the speaker voice coil.



In ConclusionIn Conclusion


 
Alignment is the process of:Alignment is the process of:

1.1. Precisely adjusting all the tuned circuits in a radio so thatPrecisely adjusting all the tuned circuits in a radio so that……

2.2. Maximum power transfer from radio transmitter to receiving Maximum power transfer from radio transmitter to receiving 
antenna to loudspeaker can occur.antenna to loudspeaker can occur.


 
Proper alignment will maximize your radioProper alignment will maximize your radio’’s:s:

1.1. SensitivitySensitivity to distant or weak stationsto distant or weak stations

2.2. SelectivitySelectivity to distinguish between close frequencies.to distinguish between close frequencies.


 
ItIt’’s Fun!s Fun!
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